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Baby season; what’s that? In the world of wildlife rehabilitation it means it is the time of
the year (late winter to mid-summer) when most of our native and non-native wild
animals become fruitful and multiply, thereby ensuring their survival into the next
generation. Every wild animal, bird, and reptile has a season where it is advantageous to
make new babies. In our neck of the woods it is usually when the days are becoming
longer. It is the time when the sun sets later, the weather is warming up, plants are
growing, flowers are blooming, and food supplies are increasing. There is a flurry of
increased activity to gather materials to build a nest or dig a den. The chorus frogs and
coyotes sing lullabies to the moon, while the various song birds wake up the sun with a
mixed symphony of joy.
Why does everyone make so much racket? Well part of it is establishing a breeding
territory, and summoning/attracting a potential mate, but I like to think that these
creatures are just darn happy to be alive and letting everyone who will listen know about
it. This is also when folks are outside more often, kids are playing outdoors, our pets are
out sniffing searching, and up to no good. You would be surprised just how close to our
human habitation urban wildlife will choose to set up the nursery. Just outside your
bedroom window in that big shrub you may find a pair of robins silently setting on three
blue little eggs. Down the trail a bit you’ ll see a bunny scurry into a hole with five little
cottontails snuggled warmly down below in their crib of soft dried grass and hair from
their mother’s abdomen. You’ll wake to the ratta tat tat of woodpeckers (flickers) trying
to get into your roof to build a nest while the raccoons and squirrels are already nursing
their young in those hollow snags on the vacant lot down the street. The frogs are laying
their jelly egg masses, attaching them to aquatic plants in the ponds, while deep in the
reeds that mallard hen is ready to hatch fourteen little ducklings. Everywhere around us
life springs forth, and while we are out enjoying nature or just mowing the lawn humans
come into contact with massive numbers of babies. Some of them need our help, and
many of them just need to be left alone to let nature do what needs doing.
You’ll be sitting at dinner and kitty will proudly bring a baby bunny in and set it at your
feet, it may look unharmed but where is momma? The boys find a nest full of ground
nesting sparrow chicks and thinking it fell out of a tree snatch it out of the briars and
bring it home. You are weed whacking and find a partially feathered baby robin on the
ground gaping its mouth as if to say “I’m hungry feed me, and where is my mother? You
are stopped in traffic while a female mallard is marching across the road with nine little
fuzzy ducklings in tow, and suddenly a car speeds thru and kills the hen, sending the
ducklings to four directions while you risk life and limb in traffic to gather them up
before they get hit too. The tree surgeon is cutting the dead snag next to the neighbors

house and down comes a gray squirrels nest full of blind, naked infants. The stories are
varied and endless.
Each year thousands of babies are brought in to licensed wildlife rehabilitation clinics to
try to give them a second chance at life. It is a monumental task to try to raise so many
species, and be sure to keep them wild in the process so that they can be rele ased when
they mature, hopefully to survive in the wild and have offspring of their own someday.
Wildlife clinics generally have very few paid staff, while most of the work is done by
caring dedicated volunteers. Babies have to be fed often, sometimes around the clock,
with the typ e of food or milk appropriate for each species. The phones are ringing off the
hook and staff get very little sleep during baby season. If you are looking for a good place
to volunteer and don’t mind getting dirty call and sign up for duty. It’s hard not to cuddle
these babies, and turn them into pets, as they are so lovable, trusting, and needy at this
age. Cuddling them, and teaching them to trust humans spells a death sentence to their
being able to survive again in the wild.
If you find a sick, injured or orphaned wild animal, make sure it is truly orphaned before
you take it out of the wild, then call your local closest wildlife rehabilitation facility for
instructions on how to properly pick up, secure, and transport the critter to the clinic. Stay
tuned for Part II in next weeks column.
We desperately need you to write to the email address and let us know how you like the
length and content of this reformatted column, our continuance depends on you.

